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Let’s start on the positive note that God would want us to start on - ____ is _____.
Sex is a ______ from _______. (Gen. 2:24)
God’s gifts should cause us to ________ and ________ the Giver more deeply.
God’s gifts often end up becoming God’s greatest _________________.
Sex is beautiful until it loses its ____________ context.
Biblical examples of how the god of sex enslaved people and how the promise of
pleasure only led to ___________ and ______________.
1. The example of ___________ and _____________ (Gen. 19, Rom. 1:22-27).
2. The example of ___________ and _____________ (2 Sam. 11)
3. The example of ___________ and _____________ (2 Sam. 13)
G. Reminder: the battle begins and takes place in the _______ (Pro. 4:23; 2 Cor. 10:5).
H. Questions for introspection:
1. How well am I controlling my ____________ life? (Phil. 4:8)
2. In what ways am I ___________ with _________? (Prov. 6:27)
3. What might be lacking in my ___________ with ________? (Mt. 6:13)
I. A good example - ___________, my hero of ___________ __________. (Gen. 39)
J. A.N.T.H.E.M.
1. A________.
4. H_____ the pure thing in mind.
2. Say N___!
5. E_______ the greater pleasure.
3. T_____ to something magnificent. 6. M______ on to right activity.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

The god of sex promised us satisfaction, yet he left us lonely and ashamed.
He lured and enticed us by distorting what was designed to be a gift and a blessing. He
made it seem as if nothing could be more satisfying than the quick release of physical urges. Yet
nothing could have left us feeling smaller and weaker – as if those urges defined who we were, as
if we were beasts of the field and no more.
Then we came to Jesus, who offers the greatest joy imaginable – so much greater and fuller
than any physical impulse. We could see for the first time that the pursuit of the god of sex was
never about love at all. It reduced others to mere objects to be used for our personal pleasure.
But the love of Jesus finds its greatest satisfaction in service rather than use of others. It exalts
them. It affirms them as children of God. It connects with them in body, soul, mind and spirit,
rather than simple base instinct.
Jesus is our satisfaction. All along, it was intimacy we really wanted, and he gives us that.
When we have a love relationship with him, an unending honeymoon commences. Christ grows
more wonderful to us every day.
Not that sex is put aside. On the contrary, it takes on a beauty and resonance we never
could have imagined – the opposite of shame. We have been designed so that the level of
intimacy we can have with our spouse is directly related to the depth of intimacy we have with
Christ. Sexual intimacy as God designed it takes a human relationship to a whole new level,
because we’re not using one another; we’re delighting in one another. The god of sex
dehumanized us; Christ restores our wholeness and makes the two of us one flesh – so much the
greater than the sum of our parts – as we seek him together.
The god of sex offers a counterfeit joy that becomes more elusive through time, ever harder
to please, ever closer to emptiness. But the love of Christ only opens up to deeper joys, becoming
ever greater.
Sexual pleasure, rightly viewed, is a rich gift that shows how much God loves us. But its
ecstasy is only a foretaste of divine glory, a hint of the eternal pleasure of knowing, loving, and
serving Christ. He is our true satisfaction. (Kyle Idleman)
Answer Key: A. sex, good. B. gift, God. C. love, worship. D. Competition. E. spiritual. F.
pain, destruction. F.1. Sodom, Gomorrah. F.2. David, Bathsheba. F.3. Amnon, Tamar. G. mind.
H.1. thought. H.2. playing, fire. H.3. intimacy, God. I. Joseph, sexual, purity. J.1. avoid. J.2.
No. J.3. Turn. J.4. Hold. J.5. Enjoy. J.6. Move.

